Bark Europa
Sailing trip in the North Sea with Friesland College
27th June - 3rd July 2021

HARLINGEN - SAIL ALONG DUTCH COAST - ENGLISH CHANNEL WADDEN AND NORTH SEA

Bark Europa was built in 1911 at the Stülcken shipyard in Hamburg, Germany. As ‘Senator Brockes’ she served as a lightship in the German Bight at
the mouth of the Elbe River, a rough stretch of water. The ship shone her light without the aid of an engine in an area with strong currents, ice and foul
weather blowing from the North Sea. She survived two World Wars and finally left her anchorage in the seventies, when she needed a complete
restoration. It took eight years to rebuild and convert Europa into the bark she is now. The ship sails under Netherland’s flag, is equipped according to
strict EU and international safety regulations and is fitted with modern electronic nautical instrumentation and safety equipment.
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Our sailing voyage took on a journey of discovery along the Dutch coast
and north Sea. While learning sailing skills and developing several
school projects with our guests from Friesland College in the framework
of achieving the sustainable goals of the United Nations, promoting
values of leadership amongst the students.

First experience for many of living the sailor’s life and get acquainted
with the Tall Ships routine. For a week we had time to know each other
and have a taste of the art of sailing, with no predetermined route but
taking the fair winds of the area, with 31 students and teachers, 3 guides
and 11 permanent crew members.

Imagine if trees gave oﬀ wifi signals, we would be planting
so many trees and we’d probably save the planet too.
Too bad they only produce the oxygen we breathe.
Tarun Sarathe

Europa is rigged as a Bark, Tall Ship Square Rigger.
But, first of all, what is a Tall Ship?... Queen Mary 2, with an overall length of
more than 300 m, is one of the biggest liners afloat. Yet she is not a “Tall
Ship”. Europa, just about 56 m is indeed a “Tall Ship”. This term may have
first been used on the North East coast of North America to describe ships
like the lumber schooners which travelled through the small, sparsely
populated inlets and which, because of their height, dominated the low lying
landscape. As a concept “tall ship” diﬀerentiates the great sailing ships that
still today carry passengers, trainees or some even goods, around the world
from other low-slung, formless vessels. In this sense, the term was applied
for the first time in 1956. Under the patronage of HRH the Duke of

Edinburgh the Sail Training Association (STA) was founded in 1955, and a
year later the very first “Tall Ships’ Race” was organised by the Royal
College of Dartmouth. The ships raced from Torbay to Lisbon, with six
“Class A” square riggers taking part in the event, and about 30 fore-and-aftrigged vessels, grouped as “Class B”. So, since the very beginning of the
“Tall Ships’ Races”, there was already a variety of rigs involved, all of them
fired by common ideals of the STA. It’s not the dimensions of a ship that are
decisive, it’s the spirit that counts!
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(Written by Hanno, Claire, Robin, Jason & Klaas)
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27th June 2021 Harlingen, departure port of our voyage
Noon position:
Port of Harlingen 53°11'N
05°25'E
Wind: North easterly force 3 to force 4 later
in the afternoon and increasing to force 5 in
the evening.
Swell: 0.5-1.0 m calmed.
Air Temperature: 17.3°C
Sea Temperature: 16.0°C
Barometer: Stabel around 1017.0 hPa and
descending slightly to 1016.0 hPa in the
evening.
Weather: Clear skies most of the day,
partially cloudy in the late afternoon early
evenning. Rain and windy in the late evenning.
Partially cloudy and clear the rest of the
night.
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It was over a year ago since Bark Europa arrived to Netherlands
from the far lands of Southern Patagonia. Now time has arrived
once more to head to the sea on what is her first voyage, when the
viral pandemic still wiggles its tail over the planet. The hardest
lockdowns seem to have passed by, behavioural rules on this new
world have been gradually changing and opportunities are opening
to cautiously start her sailing program again.
For this first experience of the year, 31 students and their mentors
from Friesland College embarked the ship at Harlingen, for a
week-sail where numerous workshops are planned in the
framework of United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and
having a first experience sailing a Tall Ship, learning to live
together in her cosmos. They were all as excited as the permanent
crew was.
Morning was the time to get the ship ready with last preparations
and pre-departure meetings. In the meantime other Tall Ships
around us seem to follow the same schedule and prepare
themselves for diﬀerent trips. Their excited crew members can bee
seen walking the pier carrying sails, banners, provisions, all full of
expectation for the first trips with guests of the season.
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And soon in the afternoon, their mooring lines are cast oﬀ, and the
Europa heads oﬀ to the seas on a trip that will bring us during the
next days where fair winds blow.
One ship drives east and another drives west,
While the self-same breezes blow;
It's the set of the sails and not the gales,
That bids them where to go.
Like the winds of the seas are the ways of the fates,
As we voyage through life;
It's the set of the soul that decides the goal,
And not the storms or the strife.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox (1850-1919 North American poet and
journalist) - The Winds of Fate
Captain Klaas made sure we left with outgoing tides. This helps
Europa with a push in the stern when crossing the Waddenzee.
And as soon as the ship is free from her attachments to land, the
hectic activity oil deck starts. From the wheelhouse the first sailing
commands are shouted: Staysails up! and right after as we sail
along the Pollendam, Lower and Upper Topsails followed.

Braced Closed hauled we set course out of the Waddenzee. What
a blast! This UNESCO world heritage sites is one of the few
waterways in the Netherlands were the Dutch don’t determine the
path along which water flows, with their historical background of
building dikes, logs and gain terrain to the ocean.
And that was just the start, as for the rest of the day, following the
wind and tides, both permanent and voyage crews had plenty to
do on deck. Bracing, setting and dousing sails in a continuous
dance of hands, ropes and sails. On a Southerly course we headed
to Vlieland and Terschelling by dinnertime and the tides pushed us
trough Stortemelk. Time has come as well to get into the watches
system. Lookout and helm duties had to be fulfilled during the
following hours, so the voyage crew watches were instructed
accordingly for those duties from the afternoon and along the night
time. By then drizzle and cloudy skies cleared up significantly and
some stars stated to appear. Gradually, the Moon, flanked by
Jupiter and Saturn accompanied by Arcturus shone in the sky as if
they were trying to fight the intriguing shine from noctilucent clouds
appearing in the North, while on deck the Dog watch was busy
setting more canvas and configuring the ship once again for the
changing winds.
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Once a journey is designed, equipped and put in process, a new factor enters and takes over.
A trip, a safari, an exploration, is an entity, different from all other journeys.
It has personality, temperament, individuality, uniqueness.
A journey is a person in itself; no two are alike.
And all plans, safeguards, policing and coercion are fruitless.
We find after years of struggle that we do not take a trip; a trip takes us.
John Steinbeck “Travels with Charley”
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28th June 2021
ship’s life

Sailing along the Dutch coast, getting used to the

Noon position:
North Sea 52°23.5'N 04°26.8'E
Wind: North easterly - easterly force 4
decreasing in force during the morning and
veering from the North East with force 2 in
the late afternoon.
Swell: 0.5-1.0 m mostly calmed sea.
Air Temperature: 18.3°C
Sea Temperature: 18.0°C
Barometer: Stable around 1013-1014 hPa during
the early morning and during the day and
climbing to 1018 hPa during the late
afternoon.
Weather: Sea was calmed with cloudy skies
during the morning. Layer of stratus clouds
made overcast skies. The clouds were lower
later in the day with a short drizzle lasting
half an hour during the mid afternoon. Skies
with less cloud coverage later in the day.

tropics to the Antarctic high latitudes. And now, after a liftover and
refurbish for a year, she hosts her firsts trainees since. For many as
their first experience at sea, for others as a reminder of old times
spent on board, and yet a great return to the ocean for the salty
sailors of the permanent crew, for many months in a row now
missing the feelings that the sailing, the seas and the sharing of
experiences and knowledge oﬀer.
"We are tied to the ocean. And when we go back to the sea,
whether it is to sail or to watch it, we are going back from whence
we came."
President John F. Kennedy (1962 America's Cup)

Rain showers sweeping over our course where last night’s change
over the sunny and warm day. But soon in the early morning skies
cleared up and sun shone on our decks and rigging for the day.
The foul weather gear used during the dark hours gave way again
to t-shirts and shorts when we joined our watches on deck. By
then, most of our canvas was set already catching the fair breeze
pushing us on our Southerly course along the Dutch coast. From
there, at the times when we approach its shallows sure our old
lady Europa could be seen from land. The trustworthy ship that
served many years since she was launched in 1911 as a guiding
lightship for fleets sailing in the Elbe river and then refurbished to
the three masted Bark she is now. Since then she has seen winters
and summers, mostly living out at sea when drifting in the calms or
when the gales roar. As a Tall Ship, she was made to spread her
sails and find her way with the elements, from the sun scorched
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All on a trip where elemental sailing skills are to be taught to our
guests, Friesland College students, alongside with the teachings
of life itself on a small world that is 56 meters long, over 7 meters
measured atwarth and about 30 meters high. Students develop
their knowledge through several school projects and others
proposed by our guides and crew. All side by side with training
their muscles, growing callouses on their hands and fighting their
fears aloft, first getting their first climbing instructions, then even
some of them giving a hand to the permanent crew and their
doings up the rigging. In the meantime taking responsibilities on
board like keeping a sharp lookout and steering the ship at the
proper course set by Mate and Captain. Course that today kept
bringing us along the coast where a few of the iconic man-made
landmarks that distinguish the coast of the Netherlands could be
seen, namely gas and oil rigs, wind farms together with heavy
shipping traﬃc waiting to enter into port, for instance, as we
crossed the mouth of Ijmuden harbour we were able to spot a few
giantic bulk cargo carriers waiting to discharge their load in this
important industrial port.
But getting acquainted with the sailor’s life, it also comes to
realisation that this doesn’t just involve the excitement of pulling
on sheets and halyards, spreading the good ship wings to the
winds, or climbing the rig wether is in fair weather or the worst
storms. Household duties are on the daily planning, from the
cleaning of the ship to digging hands in potato baskets to get
them ready for dinner.
A meal that was followed by further climbing instructions and the
preparation or the trawling lines, so hopefully we can collect some
plankton samples from the sea tomorrow and study them with the
trainees.
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29th June 2021
Sailing along the Dutch coast and North Sea.
Northerly winds picking up.
Noon position:
North Sea 51°58.6'N 03°51.9'E
Wind: Blowing from north north west force 2 in
the morning, veering to North East with the
same force early in the morning. Later during
the day the wind changed from North force 1-2
to North east - North during the rest of the
day.
Swell: 0.5-1.0 calm sea to a heavier swell
later in the afternoon.
Air Temperature: 15.4°C
Sea Temperature: 14.2°C
Barometer: Varied from 1011 to 1016 hPa during
the early morning decreasing to 1012 hPa at
noon and stabilizing around 1013 hPa during
the late afternoon.
Weather: Sea was calmed with cloudy skies
during the morning. Layer of stratus clouds
made overcast skies as the morning progressed.
In the afternoon the sky was mostly cloudy.
Drizzle during the late afternoon with an
overcast sky.

Turn the lights on and look around in your cabins, four to six bunks
quartered in each one of them, green doors open to toilette and
shower facilities, blue curtains slung on their rails oﬀering a
reduced private space, varnished cupboards hold our belongings.
Pictures and drawings hang from the walls. In the galley, where the
alchemy of cooking takes place, Marianne and Bente are
surrounded by stacks of dishes, a couple of sinks, a large
electrical stove and a hot air oven. Pans and pots are stowed
away while not in use in hidden spaces under counters that hold
mixing dow machine and microwave. Racks all around where
recipe books live alongside coﬀee mugs. And another great helper
on their duties, the industrial dish washer nicknamed “Hobby”
seem to always be on duty.
At the end of the main alleyway, at the aft of the ship, we find the
cozy library. There, books of sea, wildlife and distant lands have
been collected gradually since long ago. Right at the opposite end
of the corridor, the laundry room is home for cleaning products
used on the daily clean of the ship, laundry machines and driers.
Next to it, the Fore peak, bosun’s realm, where dozens of rope
coils of diﬀerent diameters live together with lengths of chain,
countless tools, spare blocks, shackles and thimbles. Next to
them the stash of spare sails.
Socialising and meals take place all over our decks in fair weather
or indoors in the bar-deckhouse or the so called lounge, where
benches surround the several wooden tables.
Outside, a spiderweb of ropes welcome us every time we walk the
decks. Quite a mystery for all of us, to which we get more
acquainted as the days pass by and the crew instruct us about
their purposes. Against bulkheads and in the catwalk pile spare
wood. On Port side Europa’s sloop hand on its davits. Looking aft
we can see the small wheelhouse. There, the navigational
instruments continuously make their job, while a few metres
behind trainees steer the ship, hands on the wheel and eyes fixed
on the compass. But today, after a technical issue with one of the
steering cylinders, Captain and Mate took over from the bridge
until our engineer can solve the problem. For that during the day
all square sails were clued up and the downhauls pulled from the
staysails, and for a bit we remain at anchor before hoisting all
canvas again and set a new course westwards towards the
English channel.
At the sea we realised how busy it can get, now when the
international shipping, commerce and global economy get
underway again, when countless bulk and container ships are
spotted around and we sail round large windmill farms. Situation
that could be seen already during the early hours of the day when
passing by Rotterdam huge cargo port, usually under heavy
shipping traﬃc. Engines roar for a while for better and swiftly
manoeuvres as we cross maritime division lines, necessary when
the traﬃc at sea gets busy and the cargo ships seem to be
continuously getting in and out this important harbour.
During the day, Europa keeps on her way under increasing winds
and full sail, a new situation after the light breeze we got from the

start of the trip, that gives everybody the chance for getting used
to a slightly more exciting sailing while also getting deeper into the
routine of the sea-watches that lead our days and nights at sea.
Wake up, attend to talks and lectures, fulfil navigational duties,
help the crew setting and striking sails, have your meals, back to
your bunk. All with a couple of quick stops in-between for coﬀee
and cookies.
For the ones awake and around, our guides set up a couple of
talks: History of the deep ocean exploration, and the importance
of the water masses and their circulation in the global climate. In
the meantime a tired looking small bird, a Black Redstart
(Phoenicurus ochruros) - Zwarte roodstaart in Dutch - seeks for
refuge on our decks, sheltering from the drizzle and rising winds.
Arnoud workshop was based on highlighting the thermo-haline
circulation, warm and clod water systems, and the uptake of CO2
in the ocean. Regarding the pollution, he showed an animation of
how the ocean circulation favours entrain areas to collect debris
floating around; the so-called garbage patches. Many questions
were asked and interesting and lively discussions followed which
in the end could be connected to the UN Sustainable
Development Goals. Eduardo gathered people on deck for his
storytelling about the technology and famous names involved on
getting into the deepest areas of the oceans and what they found
there.
Spending a week under sail, voyaging over the changing waters of
the North Sea, give us a glimpse of one of the most important

discoveries to unfold during our journey, the idea that there are
many worlds, each one of them diﬀerent but somehow
interconnected with each other. For instance, our lives ashore,
schools, cities, shops and commerce that wouldn’t exist as we
know them without the global shipping and huge cargo ships at
sea all around the world, the classical universe of traversing
oceans under sail, the power taken from the winds through
modern windmills. It is when we are lucky enough to know a
bunch of those worlds that we can increase our knowledge,
compare, link pieces together, choose and define ourselves in
them and in the planet. That can give us perspective over the
spiralling, unstable and fictional global growth or, on the other
hand, can give us tools for trying diﬀerent ways for a change or
improvement, a personal choice that we should make.
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The exploration of the Oceans
Legend goes that the first person to see what was lying below the
waters of the sea was Alexander the Great in 300 BC when he was
lowered in a bell. Many developments have happened since, and we
could say that the first true oceanographic research expedition was
the one undertook by the HMS Challenger from 1872 to 1876. It was
during this voyage, where a few of the deepest points of the oceans
were discovered and where it was found that life was possible at
great deephths. With this discoveries, explorers and scientist
wanted to learn more about the oceans, and this lead to a race to
see who could reach the deepest points of the oceans. This race
was won by the Swiss-built, US Navy owned bathyscaph Trieste,
which piloted by Jaques Piccard and Don Walsh, reached the
bottom of the Mariana Trench on 23.01.1960. Today the exploration
of the oceans continues, enabling great discoveries such as
undersea mountains, oasis of life that thrive near active underwater
volcanoes, and new many new unimagined forms of life.

Trieste
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30th June 2021 Sailing in the English Strait. White Cliffs of Dover.
Starting our way back to The Netherlands along the French Coast.
Noon position:
North Sea, 50°53.8'N
01°01.6'E
Wind: North westerly force 4 veering to North
north westerly during the early hours and a
good part of the morning. In the afternoon, the
wind decreased to a light breeze force 2
blowing always from the North west.
Swell: 0.5-1.0 m calmed.
Air Temperature: 15.5°C
Sea Temperature: 15.8°C
Barometer: Stable around 1014.0 hPa and
increasing slightly to 1016.0 hPa in the
evening. This produced stable conditions
Weather: The skies were overcast most of the
day, with layers of stratus clouds covering it.
Cloudy for the rest of the night but with good
visibility.

From the specialists seemingly looked down in laboratories
studying the tiniest bricks of life to the artistic world, science do its
workings increasing our knowledge about the cosmos. Thanks to
the diﬀerent branches of science and acquisition of knowledge is
why we can use and enjoy from the clothes we are wearing to the
smart phones that nowadays everybody seem to need to feed their
lives.
As an example, on the Europa, classical historical times merge with
the modern ones. 1911 hull, 1994 refurbish and pieces 21st century
technology integrate for voyaging around the world, crossing
oceans and visiting from to the most known remote areas. Art of
sailing using knowledge obtained by many years of experience, trial
and error, develops on physics and meteorology.
“…the hard won triumphs of science weaves into this warp a story
of the compensations of knowledge, knowledge that is built threat
upon thread by the loom of history”

Views of Nature
Alexander van Humboldt
from the introduction by Laura Dasson, Stephen T. Jackson, Mark
W. Person
In this accelerating and rapidly changing world we are more and
more in need of interconnections between all disciplines,
humanities and science related, to try understanding the reshaping
to which humanity is bringing our planet. Now than ever we live the
need of closing up nature, science, and imagination in a more
holistic way, sparking our minds to comprehend and in many
occasions reorient the way things are taking shape and developing.
Hence the importance for developing to all generations a general
conscience of what science in all its fields means and represents to
everybody.
The interdisciplinary approach for trying a better understanding of
the natural world, was pioneered already in the 18th century by the
German geographer, naturalist and explorer Alexander von
Humboldt (1769-1859). Long time passed since then but in the
present, revisiting his work on a romantic view of science and
philosophy reveals as a necessity:
“…it can help the scientist reclaim the long neglected aesthetic
dimension of science, from delight in witnessing some consilience
of facts to awe in tracing the deep structural interconnections of the
natural world, Humboldt points us towards the larger dimension of
this experience: the vital interdependence between science and art,
knowledge and aesthetics.”
Views of Nature
Alexander van Humboldt
from the introduction by Laura Dasson, Stephen T. Jackson, Mark
W. Person
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In that framework, the complement of Friesland College students
on board come from a wide range of disciplines. Here, future
lawyers live side by side with biologists to be, film making and
communication experts on the make as well, all joining eﬀorts to
set sail, climb the rigging, study, share experiences and knowledge
in a week sailing adventure along the North Sea and English
Channel. Hopefully a helpful experience to increase and integrate
awareness about ourselves and the world around us.
For that matter, daily sailing activities on board like setting canvas,
trim your sails to the winds, steer the ship trusting your course to
sharp lookouts on the for deck, merge with maintenance projects to
keep the ship in good condition, like scraping, sanding and
preparing wood implements for varnishing, bending on sails,
splicing ropes. All can be combined using our ship as a scientific
platform too for meteorological observations and scientific projects.
For that matter, today we had a try with the plankton trawling nets.
The trawls require speeds between 3 to 4 knots, and the increasing
winds and passing showers were giving us a couple of knots faster
speed. For that reason Royals, upper staysails, Gaﬀ Topsail were
clued up, downhauls, buntlines and brails puled in. Main mast
braced squarer to slightly back its remaining squares while in the
fore mast barely remain filled. Over an hour trawling two diﬀerent
types of nets oﬀered samples revealing a myriad of tiny creatures:
jelly Ctenophore, Polychaeta, Isopods and Amphipods seem to
represent the larger diversity of life on them. All components of the
Plankton in the English Strait waters, at the foot of the famous
White Cliﬀs of Dover, which geological formation is intrinsically
linked to these forms of life. 70 million years ago, on the area that

would become in the far future the English Strait, sedimentary
deposits started layering on a deep sea. Those sediments were
largely composed by the shells and hard parts of Coccolithophores,
and other marine organisms contributed to them as well, like
siliceous planktonic micro-organisms, sea sponges, brachiopods,
bivalves and crinoids. The high pressures created by the piling of
those sediments to about 500m of thickness, consolidate them into
chalk and flint. Tectonic movements that would raise the Alps
mountain range, raised them above sea level. Several glaciation
related events opened the waterway between England and Europe,
carving at the same time this sequence of sediments into what we
know nowadays as the White Cliﬀs of Dover, reaching up to 350
metes in height.
Leaving them behind we came to a point close to the English coast,
a few nautical miles east of Brighton, where we dropped anchor
waiting for a change in the wind direction. This expected winds will
be pushing us back along the French coast on our way back to
Netherlands. While anchored At this location a barbecue on deck
was oﬀered to our guests, and when the meal was finished, many
took also a chance to swim in the rather cold British waters. At
about 20:30 h we heaved anchor and departed back to the East.
Gradually all sails were set again, but the engine was needed too
for a few hours in order to cross and join the separation lines of
heavy maritime traﬃc of the English Channel at the Strait of Dover.
As the night sat in, we could see in the distance the lights of Dover
in the English coast to port side, as well as the lights of the French
coast (Calais) to starboard side.
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The English Cannel and Strait of Dover
The English Channel, often referred to simply as the Channel
(French: Manche), is an arm of the Atlantic Ocean that
separates southern England from northern France, and joins
the North Sea to the Atlantic. It is about 560 km (350 mi) long
and varies in width from 240 km (150 mi) at its widest to 33.1
km (20.6 mi) in the Strait of Dover. It is the smallest of the
shallow seas around the continental shelf of Europe, covering
an area of some 75,000 sq km, (29,000 sq mi).
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1st July 2021
Belgium Coast

On our way back to Netherlands sailing along the

Noon position:
North Sea, 51°48.0'N
02°21.5'E
Wind: North westerly force 1 increasing to
force 4-3 during the morning and veering to
westerly with force 3-2 for the rest of the
day.
Swell: 0.5-1.0 m calmed sea.
Air Temperature: 16.0°C
Sea Temperature: 15.8°C
Barometer: Stable around 1016.0 hPa during most
of the day, decreasing to 1011.5 hPa in the
afternoon and increasing to 1016.2 hPa during
the late evening.
Weather: The day broke with the sky covered by
a few high altitude clouds and remained with
this conditions during the day. In the late
afternoon, stratus clouds covered partially the
sky and during the late night fog and high
humidity prevailed.

The day’s work commences with the new watch turing-to. By then
usually decks are tidy and ropes are coiled. Breakfast lasts for a
couple of hours for everybody to be able to get their morning meal.
That also indicates the end of the watch for some, for the others is
the start of the day’s work. Ship’s life discipline requires everybody
to be upon some task. Captain, Mate and Bosun keeps us busy on
deck, and on an educational trip such as the one we are sailing this
week, student’s mentors and guides prepare a daily plan of
projects, meetings and lectures. Maintenance on a ship like ours is
always an ongoing undertaking too, no matter if she is alongside
any port, on dry dock or sailing the oceans. In that way, often the
ships look in better shape at returning from a voyage than when
they let go their moorings to land.
Sailing and navigational duties are the most relevant at sea, setting
or dousing sails, steer in a good course and brace the yards to the

good winds. Sometimes a fair breeze filling up all the canvas, dies
down, and with it our speed. Then a push from our engines is often
needed to keep an average speed set in advance, as one of the
only things lay down on our trip is the time of arrival back in
Harlingen. It happens too that fair winds can turn onto our nose,
time to clew up all the squares set and maybe pull to on staysail
downhauls too, as Europa’s motors roar again.
But for a while, with all our canvas trying to catch the lightest
breeze, our speed can drop down too, allowing yet for another try
with our plankton trawling nets. Today, on a more swiftly way than
the last time, as all systems where in place, the ship was already
doing a slow proper speed for it and sunshine bathed our decks.
The samples collected were abundant on marine life. Even a look
under the naked eye could reveal a myriad of tiny creatures
swimming around. Most of them sure belonging to the group called
holoplankton, organisms that spend their entire lives as planktonic,
but also some larvae and eggs (meroplankton) can be caught on
the nets, those individuals just spending part of their life cycle in the
water column. Besides some macroalgae bits and pieces, the
samples were rich on this Zooplankton, word rooted on the Greek
term meaning “wanderer” and “animal”, composed by many
species that live subjected to the drifts of the water column, not
being able to swim eﬀectively against most currents. Together with
microscopical plants (Phytoplankton) with similar characteristics,
form the base of the Marine food chain. And both in conjunction
contribute to make out of the Sea as a whole, a symbol of
migration, constant motion and voyaging.
An ocean that is feeling too the eﬀects and influence of the human
beings on the nature of our planet. Anthropogenic severe eﬀects
that impact the environment in many ways, including changes in
biodiversity and ecosystems and all the way to global climate
changes, due to many years of modifying the environment to fit our
industrial and technological revolutions, and the booming of human
overpopulation.
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Clouds
Among today’s activities was a cloud workshop presented by Arnoud. Many diﬀerent cloud types can be distinguished depending on the type
of weather. He also explained how clouds influence climate and that each cloud type has its own influence. So to find out what the eﬀect of
clouds is on climate, they have to be studied in detail. Arnoud also demonstrated live that air pollution (smoke from a smothered match)
changes cloud properties of a cloud created in a plastic bottle cloud laboratory.

This figure illustrates diﬀerent cloud types and precipitation that can be observed during weather changes when a warm front (red) or
a cold front (blue) passes.

The Antrophocene Surviving the Age of Humans
The term anthropocene was coined by the former Dutch chemist and Nobel Prize winer, Paul Crutzen and it is
proposed to denote the current times we are living, where human activity is the dominant influence on climate
and environment.
By proposing this term, scientist from various fields aim to describe a new geological era in which traces of
human activities are present in all the environments of our planet, leaving an imprint in the geological strata.
The concern of scientist is considerable, given the rate at which our society advances in many measurable
fields and the great impact these advancements produce in our natural environment. The deterioration of the
quality of the natural environment is happening at an alarming rate. Part of the idea of the anthropocene aims to
raise awareness to reduce this impact and to search for ways to improve the quality of life and environment of
the vast majority of the population in the world. Part of these ideas were covered in a provocative presentation
given by our guide Eduardo.
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2nd July 2021 On our way back to Netherlands sailing along the
Dutch Coast. Approaching Vlieland and Terschelling.
Noon position:
North Sea, 52°41.1'N
04°21.2'E
Wind: The wind today was mostly coming from the
North West blowing with force 3 early in the
morning and decreasing through the day to foce
2 at noon and force 1 in the late afternoon.
Swell: 0.5-1.0 m calmed sea.
Air Temperature: 18.8°C
Sea Temperature: 15.4°C
Barometer: Stable around 1015.0 hPa during most
of the day, decreasing to slightly to 1014 hPa
early in the morning and climbing to 1016 hPa
through the rest of the day.
Weather: Misty during the early hours of the
day, clearing up later during the morning. Blue
skies dominated the rest of the day.

Easing winds during the day made for starting our engines again in
the evening, as the Europa was barely doing any speed even
though all her canvas was spread.
Late at night, just with the beginning of the new day, motor sailing
conditions were good enough for trying a plankton trawl. A good
chance to compare the diversity changes in the water surface
between the day and the dark hours.
Plankton vertical migration in the water column between day and
night is a well known phenomena, with a normal pattern involving
most of the species in their great numbers descending to depths
between a few and up to a 100 metres (or even more), during the
day, and ascending closer to the surface at night. Why Zooplankton
follow this pattern is been keeping scientists busy for a while, and
the hypothesis to explain it can be related to several reasons: the
most widely accepted one explains the descend to dimly
illuminated areas during the daylight hours as a way to avoid
predators that hunt using the visual senses. At night, darkness can
protect them in the surface waters. Other hypothesis relate with
seeking protection from harmful Ultraviolet radiation that can
penetrate the first meters of the surface waters during the hours
when the sun shines, creating a response to the changes in light
intensity.
And indeed night those trawls revealed an increase on richness and
diversity. Another noticeable captivating phenomena, as the nets
skim through the surface next to the ship’s hull, is the

Bioluminescence. Depending on the conditions, amount and type
of plankton in the water and the area where we find ourselves,
disturbing the sea surface at night can sometimes oﬀer us a glow of
cold light, produced by many of hose minute living organisms. In
the oceans not just planktonic specie scan produce light, but also
for instance jellyfish, some deep water fish and squid.
The Bioluminescence is produced by a chemical reaction when a
light-producing compound called “luciferin” is oxidised with the
help of an enzyme called “luciferase", releasing energy in the form
of light. One of the most common groups of species producing this
eﬀect are the Dinoflagellates, single cell organisms believed to be
amongst the oldest living creatures and located in the evolutionary
record somewhere between plats and animals.
The samples collected were rich on Myscids, eggs, crab larvae in
zoea stage, amphipods and copepods, some of them even
showing their last meal of micro-algae. Those latter ones being the
real base of the marine food chain and of the utmost importance for
maintaining life in this planet as we know it. Although those
microscopical photosynthetic organisms account for only 1 to 2 %
of the total global biomass, they are responsible for producing
between 50 to 80% of the oxygen we breathe. And thanks to this
process they grow, multiply and greatly contribute with an estimate
of 30 to 60 % on the global atmospheric carbon fixation.
Ocean wonders of which we are just starting to unfold some of its
mysteries. Surface waters have been more extensively studied but
sure still hold some surprises to us, but the deepest parts of the
oceans, its trenches and floor still remain the most remote and
unknown area in our planet. Probably even we know better some of
the celestial bodies and processes in our solar system than we
know about them.
The sea, once it casts its spell, holds one in its net of wonder
forever.
Jacques-Yves Cousteau
Hopefully for some of our student voyage crew, sailing the seas for
a week had worked its magic and got hold of their imagination,
opening doors for adventures, research and voyaging. A good way
to build up and integrate knowledge about the world, of which its
vast majority belongs to the ocean waters, still full of riddles to
interpret.
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3rd July 2021
voyage

Harlingen. Disembarkation day and end of our

After a week sharing experiences and teachings on board Bark
Europa, on what is been her first trip with guests in over a year, the
day has arrived for her to lay once more alongside at Harlingen
harbour. At least for a few days until some additional repairs are
done, and some maintenance bits finished. It is not clear yet What
she will do next, but there are plans to keep going with her
wanderings soon enough.
Hopefully Friesland College Students and their mentors had
enjoyed the week voyage around the North Sea and English
Channel as much as the permanent crew, all happy to set sail again
after all this time when it was not possible to embark guests, and
long maintenance projects were undertaken.

The students enjoyed their last afternoon at sea with the last
workshops oﬀered by their tutors and a few last ones oﬀered by
the crew. Knots were taught by Brownen and Tymour, a tour to the
engine room was oﬀered by Gregg, our ships engineer. Students
also took a chance to go aloft in the masts of the ship as well as to
visit the bowsprit for what is going to be one of the last chances to
do so.
Later on in the evening, they were dismissed of their watch duties
and the evening passed between the guides presenting a voyage
recap and performances on deck, enjoying the good weather and
setting sun, while the anchor went down close to the entrance of
the channel between the frisian islands of Vlieland and Terscheling.
There Europa awaits for the changing tide to make the last bit of
her way to Harlingen, where she will do her moorings again in the
morning.

Thanks to all of you for making possible this memorable and
educational trip sailing the Wadden and North seas, all the way
to the English Channel and Straits of Dover.
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Jordi Plana - antarcticajpm@yahoo.es

Eduardo - erubioherrera@gmail.com

Rederij Bark Europa
Postbus 23183
3001 KD Rotterdam
The Netherlands
visitor’s address: a/b ‘Salvator; Leuvehaven t/o 75
3011 EA Rotterdam - The Netherlands
telephone +31 10 281 0990 / fax + 31 10 281 0991
www www.barkeuropa.com
e-mail info@barkeuropa.com
Arnoud - arnoud.apituley@gmail.com

TOTAL MILES SAILED DURING THE TRIP 434 Nautical Miles or 803 km.
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A journey, after all, neither begins in the instant we set out, nor ends when we have reached our doorstep once
again. It starts much earlier and is really never over, because the film of memory continues running on inside of
us long after we have come to a physical standstill. Indeed, there exists something like a contagion of travel, and
the disease is essentially incurable.
Ryszard Kapuscinski
Travels with Herodotus
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